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Tips for participants
• You are invited to keep muted your mick during the presentations
to avoid background noises
• You are invited to keep your webcam off to save bandwidth
• During the Q&A slots you can interact using either the chat or the
mick . However, to enable more questions – we recommend that all
participants type their questions in the chat
• You can write your questions either during the presentations or during
the devoted Q&A sessions
• If you want to use the mick, please, “raise your hand” using the
devoted icon in the “Participant menu”
• The webinar will be video recorded and made available on the TH
repository web page https://www.triplehelixassociation.org/th-repository
and on the YouTube THA channel
For any problem/inquiries we invite you to contact in private chat
 Lamberto Bizzari for ICT support
 Maria Laura Fornaci and Emanuela Todeva for any procedural or content
related inquiries
 Panayiotis H. Ketikidis, Dimitri Corpakis for future webinar topics & speakers
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About the THA
• The concept of Triple Helix of “Universities-IndustryGovernment” interactions was introduced by Etzkowitz*
(1996), and the association grew since 2010. He sees
University-Industry-Government (UIG) relations as an
interwoven network of relationships among the three actors
that influence each other.
Prof. Henry Etzkowitz, Stanford University, USA;
President of the Triple Helix Association.
• TH model widely accepted
by policy-makers !
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Why a webinar series
To keep our THA community informed and
engaged with critical and emerging issues
To facilitate interaction and cross-fertilization
among our international members
To act as a thought leader in bridging the gap
between research, industry and government policies to
facilitate innovation
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Today’s Webinar
Universities as (Responsible) Entrepreneurship Ecosystems &
Enterprise Hubs
4 th March 2020, 18.00 CET
Responsible Innovation is the true path forward towards an inclusive Europe, where a mission-based
research would bring the prospected impact into our societies. At the same time, the role of universities as
entrepreneurship centres becomes as critical as ever. Therefore, the challenge of combining responsibility
and entrepreneurialism is indeed an ambitious endeavour which requires an immediate attention. This
webinar will aim at showcasing a successful university-entrepreneurship ecosystem as well as the
challenges of embedding Responsible Innovation into this process.

Today’s Speakers:
 Milica Jovanović and Jovana Rakićević (University of Belgrade) will present an innovative
approach to a global students’ case study competition from a Serbian university that gathers university,
business, and government. The results provided by the Champions Trophy 2020 methodology confirm
that this case study competition is ranked among the top 10 global competitions in the world. Student
case competition – innovative Triple Helix practice from university
 Justin Axel-Berg (University of São Paulo, Brazil) will present the Métricas project bringing together
researchers from a variety of backgrounds with senior university administrators and members of the
civil society and the general public to identify indicators able to measure and evolve with constantly
shifting social and political landscapes. By engaging both the demand and supply side in indicator
formation, universities can become more responsive to the needs of their surrounding communities.
Multiple stakeholder indicator design increases community engagement and
accountability
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About the moderator
Dimitri Corpakis
Dr. Dimitri Corpakis is a former Senior European
Commission official - DG Research and Innovation Regional Dimension of Innovation Unit, Brussels
Dr Dimitri Corpakis, is an engineer and planner by training and has to
date more than thirty years’ experience in European affairs. He is a
former EU official, advising organisations, governments and local and
regional authorities on innovation, growth and technological change.
Dimitri has more than 30 years’ experience on the European
integration process. In recent years, Dimitri led the European
Commission’s DG Research’s Unit on the Regional Dimension of
Innovation (now called ‘Spreading Excellence and Widening
Participation) managing the FP7 Programmes on Regions of
Knowledge and Research Potential, building links with the Union’s
Cohesion Policy, with a strong focus on developing Research and
Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialisation (RIS3), ensuring the
Commission’s link with the Joint Programming Initiative Urban
Europe and managing actions on closing the innovation divide (new
Horizon 2020 Part IV on Spreading Excellence and Widening
Participation (Teaming, Twinning and ERA Chairs). His current
research interests focus on innovation, growth and technological
change.
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Today’s Webinar:
4th March 2020@ 18:00 CET

Student case competition – innovative Triple
Helix practice from a university
Milica Jovanović is a teaching
assistant at the University of Belgrade,
Faculty of Organizational Sciences,
Department for Management of
Technology, Innovation and
Development. She is an author and coauthor of 4 chapters in international
monographs and over 50 scientific
papers. Milica is finishing her PhD
thesis on the topic "Developing the
Model for Measuring the Performance
of Technology Management Based on
the Triple Helix Model". Milica's
research focuses on technology and
innovation management, performance
measurement, Triple Helix concept,
university performance, and
entrepreneurial ecosystem

Jovana Rakićević, MSc, is a teaching
assistant at the Faculty of Organizational
Sciences, University of Belgrade, at the
Department for Technology, Innovation
and Development Management. Jovana is
an author and co-author of more than 40
scientific papers and 5 chapters in
international monographs. She is currently
enrolled at doctoral studies. Jovana is also a
mentor of the winning teams in world case
study competitions and executive director
of Belgrade Business International Case
Competition. Jovana's research interest is
in the fields of technology management,
performance measurement, and technology
entrepreneurship.
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Today’s Webinar:
4th March 2020@ 18:00 CET

Multiple stakeholder indicator design increases community
engagement and accountability
Justin Axel-Berg is a researcher based at the
Faculty of Economics and Administration at the
University of São Paulo, Brazil. He is the full
time researcher on a public policy research
project from the São Paulo Research Foundation
(FAPESP),
as
well
as
the
Global
Entrepreneurial
University
Metrics
initiative with the THA. He holds a Master’s in
International Relations from the University of
São Paulo (2015), and a bachelor’s in philosophy
from the University of Sussex (2010). His
research interests are the responsible use and
formation of STI indicators, and their roles in
mediating relations between universities and the
societies that sustain them.
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Today’s Webinar
Universities as (Responsible) Entrepreneurship Ecosystems &
Enterprise Hubs
4 th March 2020, 18.00 CET

Webinar Structure
5’ - Introduction by Dimitri Corpakis
20’ - Presentation by Milica Jovanović and Jovana Rakićević
(University of Belgrade)
20’ - Presentation by Justin Axel-Berg (University of São
Paulo, Brazil)
10’ Q&A - Questions from the audience & Discussion
5’ - Final wrap-up by Dimitri Corpakis
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New roles for the University
Today the corporate responsibility of higher education
extends beyond producing graduates and research outputs.
In a Triple Helix approach:
 Universities have to be present in the public debate
 They are encouraged to enter into close working
relationships with private actors
 They are also advised to be part of networks and
alliances with social actors on various levels including
government agencies, students, business, research
sponsors, local communities and regional authorities
 The University thus has to accomplish a ‘Third Mission”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actively engaged with the wider world
Takes an holistic approach – institution not individual
Sense of place – location plays into identity
Sense of purpose – not just good at but good for…
Willing to invest to have impact outside the academy
Transparent and accountable
Innovative methodologies

Courtesy Professor John Goddard
https://www.slideshare.net/newsroom-euvz/goddard-john-the-civic-university

On advancing Innovation, Universities
contribute in the ‘middle’
Innovation

Changes in society
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Courtesy Prof. K. Debackere,
KU Leuven, April 2nd 2019
and Richard Tuffs (2019)

